INDEX.

A.

Acts of Parliament for encouragement of the Whale Fishery, referred to, 103

Admiralty Court—Establishment, constitution, and jurisdiction of this Court, 385-8; constitution of Admiralty Courts of France and Holland, 385, note

Agriculture, Board of, its mistakes, 478

Agriculture—An equal division of lands never has existed, nor could continue, 243, 250; the husbandman the first mover in the circulation of labour, 247; different methods of cultivating land, 254-5, 260-1; by hired labourers, 255; by slaves, ib.; by alienation for certain services, 257; by partial colonization, 258; by renting or letting out lands, 259; necessity of advances for cultivation, 273; employment of capital in undertakings of agriculture, and profits thereof, 283; effect of competition of capitalists on cultivation, 284; subdivision of class of cultivators into farmers and hired servants or day labourers, 285; money employed in cultivation ought to produce more than money on loan, 394, 476; effect of Poor Laws on agriculture, 411; impolicy of interference of magistrates to fix the price of labour, 467-474; chain of subordination between farmer, labourer, cattle, and farming implements, 469; different descriptions of agricultural labour, 472-3; the trades of agriculture and grazing must be regulated by the common principles of commerce, 475, 513, 517; agriculture a poor trade, 476-7, 479-480; impropriety of inquisition into farmer’s stock, mode of culture, and profits, 480; effects of severe weather on the harvests of 1794-1795, 484-8; the land produce of a State the most important branch of its wealth, 508; advantage of free competition in agriculture, 512; interest of the farmer and the public stated, 512; disposal of superfluous produce by accumulation and consumption, 521; the distillery and brewery advantageous vents for home produce, 527; importance of agriculture, 555

Alms—‘Giving Alms no Charity,’ 27-59

Alma, Duke of—His tyranny in Flanders, destruction of her trade, 32, 33, 81

Amalfi, importance of in the 11th century, 378; origin and nature of the Tabula Amalfitana, ib.

America, rate of, increase in, contrasted with that in Europe, 163-7, 171-2, 420

Amsterdam, growth and importance of, 25

Anderson, Adam, his History of Commerce, referred to, 375, 382, 384, 392

Anderson, Dr. James—Extract from his Inquiry into the Nature of the Corn Laws, &c., 321-5; account of him and his works, preface, p. xviii, note

Anna Comenius’s History cited, 378

Antwerp, importance of, in Elizabeth’s time, 31; cause of the decay of, 35

‘Apology for the Builder, or a Discourse showing the cause and effects of the increase of Building,’ 1-26

Aphrodite, referred to, 340, 345-7

Aromas, composition of, in early times, 12; source of national power to maintain them, 510, 511—See War
| Arts — Without them a great number of people cannot live together, 11 |
| Asia, first peopled in the neighbourhood of Babylon, 11 |

**B.**

**Barbeyrac, John,** his "Supplement to the Corps Diplomatique," cited, 339

**Barley — An Inquiry into the Policy and Justice of Prohibiting the use of Grain in Distilleries," 495-558; estimated quantity of barley used in the distilleries, 544, 552

**Barrow, Sir John,** his "Life of Lord Macartney," cited, 522

**Beauv. Lex Mercatoria,** cited, 364, 366-7-8

**Begging, in the able, a scandal on their industry, and, in the impotent, a scandal on the country, 39; evils of it, ib.;** if the craving poor were incorporated they would be the richest society in the nation, 40; necessity for laws against beggars, 41

**Bell, Archibald — An Inquiry into the Policy and Justice of the Prohibition of the use of Grain in the Distilleries, 495-558**

**Bills of Exchange — See Exchange**

**Bills of Mortality,** referred to, as to rate of mortality in London, 20, 22

**Blubber — See Whale Fishery**

**Bonaire, referred to, 349**

**Bonnies, arguments for and against, 225, 232, 517-8, 526-7, 537-8, 541, 555-6**

**Bracton, Henry de,** cited, 369

**Bremen, her whale fishery, 81; number of her vessels employed therein in 1722, 82**

**Breweries, considered as a vent for home produce, 527-8, 544**

**Britain, Julius Caesar’s description of, quoted, 9-10 — See England**

**Building — Apology for the Builder, or a Discourse showing the Cause and Effects of the Increase of Building," 1-26; cause of the increase of building, 5; effect of the increase of, in the city, 16; on the country, 17; on Government, 18; restraints on building temp. Elizabeth and James I., 20-21; Cromwell’s taxes on new houses, 21**

**Burke, Rt. Hon. Edmund — Thoughts and Details on Scarcity," 451-494**

**Burroughs, Sir J., his "Sovereignty of the British Seas asserted," referred to, 574**

**Buyer — See Purchase**

**C.**

**Caesar, Julius,** his description of Britain, quoted, 9-10

**Campbell, Dr. John,** his "Political Survey," cited, 544

**Capital, of capital in general and the revenue of money, 261; formation of, 273; purchase of lands, the first employment of, 279; employment of, for enterprises of industry and returns thereof, 280; for undertakings in agriculture, 283; and for undertakings of commerce, 285; capital as necessary to all undertakings as labour and industry, 290; fifth employment of capital, 291; leading on interest, ib.; nature of a loan, 291; the spirit of economy augments and luxury tends to destroy capitals, 392; recapitulation of the five different methods of employing capitals, 303; these various employments limit each other, 305; the current rate of interest the test of the abundance or scarcity of capitals, 306; the land has furnished the total of moveable riches or existing capitals, 315; money and specie form but an insensible part in the total sum of capitals, 316; return for capital employed in agriculture small and precarious, 476-7; monopoly of capital no evil, 478; — See also Money**

**Charity, Giving Alms no Charity," by Defoe, 27-59; true charity considered, 439, 440; objections to compulsory charity, 442; Puffendorf’s definition of, objected to, 474**

**Cheapsness — See Prices**

**China, mode of providing against famine in, 205, 522; Chinese mode of collecting statistics, 206; overpopulation of, 420, 422**

**Chronology, Assyrian, Egyptian, and Grecian, referred to, 7**

**Cicero, quoted, 331, 334, 338, 340, 341, 346, 379**

**Cities, hindrances to increase of population in large cities, 165**

**Coin, functions of coin or money, 218, 219**
INDEX.

233; duty of Government to provide coins or counters, 219; reflections on coin in general, 233-9; definition of, 233; test of the value of, 233; the standard should be invariable, 233; the stamp neither adds to, nor diminishes the intrinsic value of the metal, 234; coins are but merchandise, 234-7; the cost of coinage is properly paid by Government, 235; why metals are most suitable for money, 260-71.

See also Money.

Coke, Sir Edward, cited, 385

Colbert, M., his error in prohibiting the export of grain pointed out, 514

Colonies, origin of, 8; causes of the planting of our North American colonies, 21; influence of West India colonists in England and in Parliament, 501, 504; causes of their distress, 501, 502, 549, 552; distress of colonial proprietors no just ground for suspending the use of grain in distilleries, 549, 553; how far the distresses of colonists are entitled to relief from the public, 549

Commerce, alleged effect of, to soften and enervate national manners, 189; definition of commerce, 23, 204, 210; principles of trade, 209; freedom and security its best support, 211-12, 214, 478, 509, 556; commerce would be impossible were there an equal division of lands, 243; rise of commerce, 282; activity of commercial spirit in a well regulated maritime state, 331; a good commercial history a great desideratum, 357;—See Trade

Commons, House of, eulogy on, 29, 30, 59

Commons, cited to show the natural effect of community of goods, 421; inclosures recommended, 446

Competition, advantages of free competition, 556

"Consolato del Mare," origin of this code, 379

Contract, nature and effects of a contract, 467-8

Copper, its usefulness for small money, 238

Corporations, monopolies of, destructive to trade, 49-50

Cor! Laws, impolicy of, 557

Coria, observations on the price of, and impolicy of regulations relative thereto, 182-5; bounties considered, 225, 232, 517, 518, 526-7, 537-8, 541, 555-6; extract from an "Inquiry into the nature of the Corn Laws," &c., 319-325; advantages of free-trade in, 518, 539; the interest of the corn-dealer coincides with that of the public, 523, 533

Cromwell, his tax on new houses, 21

Customs, astonishing increase of this branch of the revenue, 35

D.

Dampier's Voyages, cited, 410, 417

Davenport, Dr. Chas., referred to, 392

Dearness—See Price

Defoe, Daniel, his tract "Giving alms no charity, &c.," 27-59

De Mailly, Hist. de Gennes, cited, 377

Demand and Supply—See Price

Derelict, definition of the term, 369

"Dissertation on the Poor Laws," &c., by Townsend, 395-449

Distilleries—Impolicy of stopping distilleries in time of scarcity, 499-91; Mr. Archibald Bell's "Inquiry into the Policy and Justice of the Prohibition of the use of Grain in the Distilleries," 499-598; the distillery considered as an object of revenue, 503; as to its moral effects, 503; benefits arising from distillation, ib., 527, 535, 547; estimated consumption of barley in, 544, 552; operation of distilleries in a country supplying its own consumption, or affording a surplus for exportation, 508-534; operation of, in years of average produce, 508-519; operation of, in years of deficient produce, 519-534; operation of, in a country which imports part of its supplies, 534-548; operation of, in years of average importation, 534-541; operation of, in years of deficient importation, 541-8; distress of colonial proprietors, no just ground for suspending the use of grain in distilleries, 549-558

Doomsday Book, referred to, 9

Drankenswede, prevalence of, among English poorer classes, 57; objection to distillation on the score of its moral effects, 503

Dutch—See Holland.
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E.

Elking, H.—“Letter to Sir J. Eyles on the Greenland Whale Fishery,” 63-5; his “View of the Greenland Trade,” &c, 71-103

Emigration, causes of, temp. Elizabeth and James I, 21; considered as a relief for surplus populations, 424-5

England—Cæsar’s description of Britain quoted, 9-10; his gain in consequence of religious persecutions abroad, 33-5; England always the sanctuary of her dispersed neighbours, 54; the English by mistaken charity encourage vagrants, 40; luxury, sloth, and pride of English poorer classes, 56-8; comparative thriftiness of the Dutch, 56; natural advantages of England in the whale fishery, 72, 91-8; how the English lost the Greenland trade after being first in it, 85-9; argued that England can carry on this trade more advantageously than any other country, 91-103; England the only country that enforces the support of the poor, 193-5; incumbent on such a country to communicate to all others the conveniences of life she enjoys, 198; her conquering climate, 478; source of her power, 511; cause of her comparative freedom from scarcity, 524

Busœtius, referred to, 350-1

Exchange, origin and definition of, 222-3; nature of the par of exchange, 223; the course of, how governed, ib.

Exports, all prohibition of exportation of gold and silver unwavering, 237; bounties on exportation, vain and frivolous expedients, 526, 538-9

Eyles, Sir John—H. Elkings’ letter to him as to the Greenland whale fishery, 63-5; letter of Sir J. Eyles to Mr. H. Eikings, 67-70

E.

Farmer, his interest and that of the labourer the same, 468, 470; his interest and that of the public stated, 512, 533—See also Agriculture, 470

Fielding, Henry, his tract on robbers, cited, 443

Fish—See Whale Fishery

Fishery—See Whale Fishery—other fish found during whale-fishing, 79

Flaunders, woollen manufactures of, in Elizabeth’s time, 51; ruin of the trade under Spanish rule, 32-3, 81; transfer of her manufactures to England, 33-5, 81; settlement of Flemish families in England, 34

Flora, cited, 534, 535

Floteau, definition of the term, 368

Food, consumption of, by English people, unusually large, 57; circumstances bearing on population and their means of subsistence, 203, 418, 423, 429-30, 588-9, 519, 520, 538; luxurious consumption in the food of man and inferior animals, a most important resource in seasons of scarcity, 528; estimated consumption of food by horses in Great Britain, 524, note

Forestalling, absurdity of penal laws against, 459, 522-3, 533

France, evils of its Government prior to the revolution, 494

Franklin Dr. Benjamin, Extracts from his works on Population, Commerce, &c., 161-240

Free Trade, it can never be for the public advantage to prefer one class before another in the free direction of their industry, 507; monopoly objected to, ib.; bounties objected to, 518, 522-8, 527-8; fickle and meddling devices of the restrictive policy, 540; advantages of free trade, 541, 556—See also Trade

Friendly Societies, formation of, recommended, 442

F.

Famine, provisions made in China against it, 205, 522; “Thoughts and Details on Scarcity, by Right Hon. Edmund Burke,” 451-494; resources in times of scarcity, 523-8; a real scarcity cannot be remedied, but only palliated, 545

G.

Gain, or the hope of it, the mover of all intercourse or trade, 210-11, 213

Geddes, Dr. M., his account of the Moriscoes, cited, 405

Gellius, cited, 344, quoted, 346

Giannone, his “History of Naples” cited, 378-9
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563

“Godolphin on Admiralty Jurisdiction,” cited, 380, 386

Gold and Silver, uses of, considered, 211, 222, 234, 261, 269, 271; the most scarce and precious metal should be the standard, 222, 233; effects of the fluctuation in their relative value, 253-5, 271-2; prohibition of exportation of, useless, 237; why gold and silver are most proper for money, 269, 271; all undertakings must have been in j udgment before the use of gold and silver, 290; money and specie form but an insensible part in the total sum of capitals, 316; the stamp on coin neither adds to nor diminishes the intrinsic value of the metal, 334

Gothofred, quoted, 370, 371, cited, 372

Government, happy government of England, 32; tyrannical rule of the Spaniards in Flanders, 32, 81; effect of bad government on population, 169; causes which advance or obstruct the strength, splendour, and opulence of a state, 174; duty of government to provide coins or counters for exchange, 219; government interference with trade objectionable, 223, 463, 480-3, 490, 491, 495; truth of Cicero’s observation, “qui mare tetat even necesse est rerum potiri,” 340; duties of a government, 463-4, 492-4; monopoly of authority on the part of Government ruinous, 482; evils of the French Government prior to the Revolution, 494; “good intentions ill directed, and a restless desire of governing too much,” 494; it never can be for the public advantage to prefer one class before another in the free direction of their industry, 507; causes of domestic prosperity, 509

Green.—See Barley, Corn, and Wheat Granaries, impolicy of erecting public granaries, 480-3, 521-2; effect of this practice in China, ib.

Grenal, Mr., cited, as to rate of mortality in London, 209

Great Britain.—See England and Scotland

Greenland Trade.—“View of the Greenland Trade and Whale Fishery, with the beneficial and private advantages thereof” 61-103; this trade considered as a nursery for seamen, 67, 100, 102, infancy and progress of this trade, 85, 89; argued that England can carry on this trade more advantageously than any other nation, 91-8

Greenland Company, causes of its failure in the whale-fishery, 89, 91

Greronius, “Thesaurus Antiquitatum Graecorum,” cited, 360

Gruter, cited, 382; quoted 390

Guicciardini, his history of the Low Countries referred to, 392

H.


Hambury, her whale fisheries, 81; number of her vessels employed whale fishing in 1722, 82; her commercial importance, 392

Hanse Towns, rise of, 384; their origin, 390-2, notes

Happiness, philosophical, and vulgar happiness distinguished, 465

Hayward, Sir J., his “History of Edward VI,” referred to, 383

Hesiod, quoted, 403; quoted, 414

Holland, rise of, 25, 33; thriftiness of the Dutch as compared with the English, 39; her great fisheries, 81-5; number of her vessels employed whale fishing in 1722, 82; table showing the results of her whale fishing from 1675 to 1721, 83-4; origin of the Dutch whale fishery, 86; argued that the English could carry on this trade more advantageously than the Dutch, 91-8; description of institution in Holland for the prevention of poverty, 201-2, 441

Homer, cited, 341

Horace, cited, 370

Horses, tax on, proposed, to encourage substitution of oxen, 445; estimated amount of food consumed by them in Great Britain, 524-5, notes

House, relative value of, in different localities, 16-17; Cromwell’s tax on new houses, 21; “Every man that buildeth an house gives security to the Government for his good behaviour,” 24

Howell’s Annals, referred to, 372

INDEX.

I.

Importation—See Trade

Inclosures of Commons, recommended, 446-7; impolicy of bounties on the improvement of wastes, 517

Industry, in all shapes, in all instances, and by all means, should be encouraged and protected, 215; fundamental maxims for an industrious people, 215-6; trade is benefited by industry more than money, 217

Interest—The revenue of money, 261; nature of a loan, 291; lending on interest, 291; false ideas on this subject, ib.; errors of the schoolmen refuted, 292-4; true foundation of interest of money, 294; answer to an objection, 295-7; the rate of interest ought to be fixed in the same manner as the price of every other merchandise, 297; the lowering of interest proves that economy prevails over luxury, 302; money on interest ought to bring a little more income than land, 304; the current interest of money the test of the abundance or scarcity of capitals, 306; influence of the rate of, on all lucrative enterprises, 307; the use which the money lender makes of his interest, 311; impolicy of laws against usury, 557-8

Inventions—Early history of some well known, 8; effects of the inventions of the compass and printing, 13

Ireland, it ought never to be considered separately from Great Britain, 546

J.

Jackson, R., his remarks on Dr. Franklin's observations, shewing the effect of manners on population, 172-82

Jenkins, Sir Leoline, cited, 380-2, 386-388

Jesuit, definition of the term, 368

Johnson, Dr. Samuel, his opinion of merchants, cited, 358

Jornandes, De rebus Geticis, cited, 376

Justias, quoted, 362

Justinian, his admiration and use of the Rhodian laws, 357, 363

Juvenal, quoted, 371

K.

Kames, Lord, his "Sketches on Man," quoted, 419

Knights Hospitallers, their connection with Rhodes, 349-50.—See Rhodes

L.

Labour—Three great employments of the people, 23; wages of, how regulated, 37, 218, 411, 466, 470; trade how affected by labour, 37; slave and free labour compared, 167, 434; necessity, not pleasure, the incentive to labour, 218; circumstances which bring on the exchange of productions for labour, 245; the husbandman the first mover in the circulation of labour, 246; origin of hired labour, 250; the division of, facilitated by the use of money, 273; capital as necessary to all undertakings, as labour and industry, 290; labour, like every other commodity, rises or falls according to demand, 456, 470-1; ruinous effects of interference with this natural principle of regulation, 471-2; different descriptions of agricultural labour, 472-3

Labourers—The English labouring people eat and drink three times as much in value as any foreigners of the same dimensions, 57; resemblance and essential difference between two laborious classes, cultivators and artificers, 253; cultivation of land by hired labourers, 255; by slaves, ib.; sub-division of industrious stipendiary class, 282; sub-division of class of cultivators, 285; labourers miscalled the poor, 464; cant about "the Once Happy Labourer," exposed, 465; his improved condition, ib., 468; his interest and that of the farmer the same, 468-470

Lagan, definition of the term, 368

Lambeius, Origines Hugenotusae, cited, 392

Lend—Increase in the value of land in England, 19; commerce would be impossible were there an equal division of lands, 243; such division never has existed, nor could continue, 243, 250; causes and conse-
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referred to, 353, 357, 360, 364, 365, 366, 369, 382

Money. Trade benefited by industry more than by money, 217; functions of coin or money, 218, 233, 261; advantages of paper money, 238-9; the revenues of money, 261; merchandise is money, and money is merchandise, 268; matters used for money, 269; why metals most suitable for money, ib.; from money payments originated the distinction between buyer and seller, 273; the use of, has facilitated the division of labour, ib.; accumulation of, as personal property, 274; circulating wealth an indispensable requisite for all lucrative works, 275; true idea of the circulation of money, 289; true foundation of interest of money, 294; money in commerce has two valuations, 298; these valuations are independent of each other, and are governed by quite different principles, 298-300; on what the price of interest depends, 301; influence which the different methods of employing money have on each other, 303; money invested in land necessarily produces the smallest return, ib.; money on interest ought to bring a little more income, 304; money employed in cultivation, manufactures, or commerce ought to produce still more, ib.; the current rate of interest, of the test of the abundance or scarcity of capital, 306; influence of the rate of interest of, on all lucrative enterprises, 307; to what class of society the lender of money belongs, 310; the use made by the money lender of his interest, 311; question whether the money lender should contribute to the public charges, 312-14; money and specie form but an insensible part in the total sum of capitals, 316

Monopolies of corporations destructive to trade, 49-50, 156-7, 159-00; monopoly of capital not an evil, 479; monopoly of authority by Government ruinous, 482; monopolies objected to, 507

Montesquieu, Baron, cited, 351, 353, 357, 361, 376-7, 379; quoted, 443

Morgan's History of Algiers, referred to, 350

N.

Naples, number of poor in, 405.

Navy, rise of the Roman, 334; truth of Cicero's observation, "Qui more te-net, cum nescio est rerum potiri," 340; the Roman emperors claimed to be lords of the sea, 372; extent of the sovereignty of the British seas, 374; duty of the flag and its antiquity, 374

New Zealand, discovery of, 197

O.

Ockley's "History of the Saracens" referred to, 375

Oil, table showing the quantity of train-oil produced by the Dutch whale fishery from 1675 to 1722, 85-4

Oliver, laws of, referred to, 364, 372; origin of this code, 380-3

Oxon, tax on horses proposed to encourage the substitution of oxen, 445

P.

Paper-money, its advantages, 288-9—See also Money

Pausanias, referred to, 348

Pawmbrokings, "An Apology for the business of Pawmbrokings," 105-160; what profit a pawnbroker should have, 113; his rate of profit comparatively moderate, 114-120, 154; estimate of the charge of maintaining a family in his rank, 121-2; answer to objection, that this business gives harbour and encouragement to thieves, 127-135; objection, that this business is rather prejudicial than serviceable to the public, answered, 135-9; answer to
INDEX.

objection, that pawnbrokers make undue advantage of the sale of unredeemed goods, 139-145; answer to objection that this business may aid fraudulent bankrupts, 145; objection, that it is an encouragement to workpeople to pawn the goods of their masters, answered, 145-8; objection, that it encourages the idle and disorderly, answered, 148-9; remarks on the general though undeserved bad character given to pawnbrokers, 149-51; answer to objection that this occupation is illegal and immoral, 151-5; a business of this kind is absolutely necessary, 156; alleged private pawnbrokers can carry on the business more economically than corporate or privileged companies, 156-60

Peace, increase of building, tends to secure the preservation of peace, 24

Persecution, its ruinous effects on trade, 33

Petty, Sir Wm., his estimate of the increase in the population of London, 20, cited, 402

Pindar, quoted, 341

Pliny, cited, 347, 373

Plutarch, referred to, 344

Polybius, cited, 333-344, 5, 349, 373

Poor Laws, inadequacy of these laws, 185-6, 397, 400, 404, 407, 412, 414, 416-422, 426, 432, 557, note; their beauty in theory, 398; their origin, ib.

Poor, difference between rich and poor men pointed out, 6, 404. ‘Giving alms no charity, and employing the poor a grievance to the nation, 27-59; workhouses declared to be nuisances, 36, 404, 428, 434; a regulation and not the employment of the poor is wanted, 36, 49, 404, 454; inadequacy of employing them on manufactures, 41-55, 404; examples, 46-8; effect of the law of settlement, 46, 409; impotent poor must be maintained, 55; other poverty in England caused bycrime, ib.; luxury, sloth, and pride of the English working classes, 56-58, 197, 410, 415, 442; impolicy of existing poor laws, 185-5, 397-8, 400, 404; 407, 426-434; 435-557; observations on the labouring poor, 193-7, 410; England the only country that enforces the support

of the poor, 193-5, 398; Institution in Holland for the prevention of poverty, 201-2, 441; Townsend’s ‘Dissertation on the Poor-laws,’ 395-449; origin of poor-laws, 398, 405, 429; great increase of poor’s rates, 401-2, 411-12, 422, 430, 432-5; supported by the monastic orders, 405-6; expediens which have been devised for keeping down the poor rates, 433-7; badges, 433; workhouses, 434; ruling effect of the true charity considered, 439-440; advantages of voluntary contributions, ib., 441, 443, 449; remedies proposed for evils of poor-laws, 441-449; limited relief; nature of manufactures, ib.; voluntary contributions, 444, 449; workshops for training the young, 443; friendly societies, 444, 447; taxes on alehouses and horses, 445; enclosure of commons, 415-17; the labouring classes miscalled the poor, 464; the rich are the pensioners of those who labour, and are maintained by their superfluity, 464; numbers in their nature imply poverty, 464

Population, the natural increase of mankind, the increase of building, 5; state of population in early times, 7; potency of the principle of increase, 8; Asia first peopled, 11; gradual progress of population, 11; that of London, 13-15; three great employments of the people, 23; Dr. Franklin’s observations on the increase of mankind, peopling of countries, &c., 145; Townsend’s increase of mankind in old and new countries, 166, 175, 420; Mr. Jackson’s remarks on Dr. Franklin’s observations showing the effect of manners on population, 508; effects of the industry and frugality considered as abettors of the principle of increase, 175; circumstances bearing on populations and their means of subsistence, 263, 508; effects of the law of multiplication among lower animals, 417-18; means by which numbers are regulated and checked, 418, 423-7, 429-30, 508-9, 519-20, 530; numbers in their nature imply poverty, 464; objection to distillation on the score of its moral effects, 503
INDEX.

Postlethwaite's Dictionary of Commerce, cited, 357, 386
Precious Metals—See Gold and Silver Preface to this collection, by J. R. McCulloch, Esq., i–xxii
Price, Dr., his Book on Annuities, referred to, 201
Prices, effect of price of labour on other prices, 38; observations on the price of corn and impolicy of regulations relative thereto, 182–5; price of land, how ascertained, 278; on what the price of interest depends, 301; prices of wheat, &c., at different times, 462, 487; action and re-action of the prices of labour and provisions on each other, 411, 466; impolicy of attempts to regulate prices of labour by authority, 471–2; prices, how fixed, 479; artificial cheapness pernicious, 513; cheapness and dearness variable terms, &c.—See Wages
Profit, pawnbrokers' rate of profit declared to be moderate, 114–120; profits which ought to be produced by advances of capitals for enterprises of industry, 290; and by advances for undertakings in agriculture, 283; and by advances for undertakings of commerce, 289; profits of agriculture small, 476–7
Prohibition of export of gold and silver unavailing, 257
Property, effect of insecurity of property on population, 169; definition of personal property, 274; personal property has an exchangeable value for land itself, 277
Provisions, price of, how affected by price of labour, 38, 218, 411, 466; danger of indirect tampering with the trade of provisions, 463
Puffendorf, his definition of charity objected to, 474
Purchase, the use of money gave rise to the distinction between seller and buyer, 273
Q.
Quakers, cause of the increase of this sect, 175
Quintus Curtius, cited, 344
R.
Religion, origin of the Heathen deities, 8; religious prejudice destructive of trade, 32–3, 82
Rent, valuation of land by the proportion of their revenue, 278; origin and nature of rent explained, 322–5
Reports of Parliamentary Committees on Distillation, referred to, 500, 504–5 notes, 519, 529–30, 532, 543, 550, 552–3, 554
Revenue, astonishing increase of the revenue of customs, 35; net produce or revenue of land, 252, 344; revenue of money, 261—See also Taxation and Interest
Rhodas, "Schambry's treatise on the Maritime Laws of," 327–393; excellence of these laws, 332; adoption thereof by the Romans, ib., 340, 353–5, 371, 377; no writer extant who treats expressly of the Rhodians, 349; short account of Rhodes, its origin, inhabitants, resources, power, and fate, 340–9; it became a Roman province temp. Vespasian, 347; its destruction by an earthquake, 348; Knights of Rhodes or Hospitalers, 349–350; Rhodes favoured by the Roman emperors, 354–5; alleged evils attending the Rhodian law, 356; spurious collections denominated the Rhodian laws, 357–8 and note; law as to general contribution on account of goods thrown overboard to lighten a ship in danger, adopted from the Rhodian law, 363–4; this law the foundation of other codes, 389; superior excellence of the Rhodian Laws, 395
Riches, what constitutes a rich man, 6; in what the total riches of a nation consists, 307; land has furnished the total of moveable riches, 315; the rich are the pensioners of those who labour, and are maintained by their superfluity, 464
Robertson's "State of Europe," cited, 379
Romans, early extension of Roman rule accounted for, 11–12; Rome never conspicuous as a maritime power, 332, 370; they possessed no maritime code of their own, ib., 340; rise of their navy, 334–5; character of the Romans, 336; their neglect and discouragement of commerce, 337; Roman emperors claimed to be
INDEX.

lord of the sea, 372; ruinous system of the Papal government as to trade in corn, 492-3
Russia, trade to Muscovy converted into a monopoly, 50
Rymer’s Fadero, cited, 380, 385

S.
Sale, origin of distinction between seller and buyer, 273
Sallust, quoted, 336; cited, 373
Scarcity, provision made by the Chinese against it, 205, 322; “Thoughts and Details on Scarcity,” by Right Hon. Edmund Burke, 451-494; danger of tampering with the trade of provisions, especially in times of scarcity, 463; natural resources in time of scarcity, 525-8; famine can only be palliated, not remedied, 545—See also Famine
Schomberg, Alex. C., his “Treatise on the Maritime Laws of Rhodes,” 327-309
Scotland, cause of increase of gentry in, 175; emigration from Highlands of, 424-5, 516, note
Seamen, the Greenland whale fishery a nursery for seamen, 67, 100, 102; number required for whalers of different tonnage, 74; particular qualifications necessary for this service, 16.
Selden, referred to, 351-2, 369, 372, 374, 380, 382-4
Selkirk, Lord, his “Treatise on Highland emigration,” referred to, 516, note
Seweco, cited, 339
Ships, number employed by Holland, Hamburg, and Bremen in the whale fishery in 1722, 82; table showing number of Dutch ships thus employed from 1675 to 1721, 83-4
Shower, Sir B., his “Cases in Parliament,” cited, 364
Slaves, free and slave labour compared, 167-8, 434; effect of the employment of, on population, 169, 240; cultivation of land by slaves, 255; cultivation by slaves cannot exist in great societies, 257; slavery annexed to the land, 16; vassalage, 16; slaves a species of circulating wealth, 277
Smith’s “Wealth of Nations,” cited, 405, 425, 508, 525, 535, 545, 557

Smuggling, observations thereon, and on its several species, 186; laxity of public morals on this subject, 189
Society, the happiness of individuals the ultimate end of political society, 174; causes which advance or obstruct the strength, splendour, and opulence of a state, 16; first division of society into two classes, productive and stipendiary, 248; progress of, and ownership of land, 249; to what class of society the lender of money belongs, 310
Soldiers, English soldiers chosen from the lowest ranks and from malefactors, 54; effects of national manners on soldier, 176-8
Spain, cause of thinness of population in, 171, 404-5
Specie—See Gold and Silver
Spelman’s “Glossary,” referred to, 385
Standard, the most scarce and precious metal should be the unit or standard, 222, 238; the standard for coin should be invariable, 233; qualities necessary for a standard of value, 265-271
Statistics, Chinese mode of collecting statistics, 295-6; impropriety of inquisition into farmers’ stock, mode of culture, and profits, 480
Stockings, effect of the knitting frame on the manufacture of, 48; manufacture of, in Dorset and Somersetshire, 49
Strabo, cited, 341, 351, 379
Stenonius, cited, 339, 346, 353, 370
Sugar, thoughts on the sugar islands, 239, 240; parliamentary report on distillation of sugar, referred to, 500, quoted, 504-5, note; glut of sugar, and distress consequent on over-cultivation in the West India Islands, 501-2

T.
Table, showing the produce of the Dutch whale fishery from 1675 to 1722, 83-4; showing the household expenses of a man of middling rank of life, with wife, 4 children, and servant, 121-2
“Tabula Anotitiana,” origin of this code, 578
Tacitus, cited, 379, quoted, 401
INDEX.

Taxation, Cromwell’s tax on buildings, 21; chimney money, 29; tax on ale-houses proposed, 445, and on houses licensed to induce the substitution of oxen, 445; an equalization of wages equivalent to a tax on agriculture, 467; the distillery considered as an object of revenue, 503; unequal taxation for support of the State is always to be regretted, but is intolerable if imposed for the relief of an impudent class, 552-3

Taylor’s Elements of Civil Law, quoted, 336, cited, 362

Temple, Sir Wm., cited, 6

Thucydides, cited, 373

Toungrow, Rev. J., his “Dissertation on the Poor Laws,” 395-449

Trade, definition of, 23, 204, 210; tyranny and religious persecution destructive of, 32, 33, 82; trade, how affected by the poor man’s labour, 37; monopolies of corporations destructive to trade, 49, 50; advantages of the Greenland trade and whale fishery, 61-103; infancy and progress of this trade, 85-9; aptitude of the English for carrying it on more advantageously than any other nation, 91, 103; effect of loss of, on population, 168; effect of commerce to soften and enervate national resources, 189; definition of fair commerce, 204; notions concerning trade and merchants, 207-8; principles of trade, 209; gain, its chief end, 210-11, 213; freedom and security its best support, 211, 212, 214, 478, 509, 556; evils of prohibitory laws, 211, 216, 495-558, 559; trade benefited by industry more than money, 217; the course of exchange, how governed, 223; government interference with trade objectionable, 225, 463, 480-3, 489-491, 495-538, 514; bounties considered, 226, 229, 517-18, 526-7, 537-8; rise of commerce. 262; principle of the valuation of commercial things, 262, 513; current value of the exchange of merchandise, how established, 263; qualities necessary for a standard of value, 265, 271; merchandise is money, and money merchandise, 253; employment of capital in enterprises of commerce and returns, 253; necessity for the interposition of merchants between producers and consumers, 249-70, 478; different orders of merchants, 285-7; money employed in trade ought to produce more than that on loan, 304; activity of commercial spirit in a well regulated maritime state, 331; commerce neglected and discouraged by the Romans, 337; Cicero, Xenophon, and Dr. Johnson, quoted, as to commerce, 338; check to commerce in the middle ages, 375; causes of its revival, 376, 377; danger of tampering with the trade of provisions, especially in times of scarcity, 463, 489, 491, 539; the trades of agriculture and grazing can only be conducted on the ordinary principles of commerce, 476, 513, 517; agriculture a poor trade, 476-7, 479, 480; the laws of commerce, the laws of nature, and consequently the laws of God, 484; evils of overtrading, 501-2, 513, 549, 551; advantages of free competition, 556

Tyranny, destructive of trade, 32-3, 82

U

Ullon’s Travels, cited, 417

Usury, statute against, not applicable to pawnbrokers, 153-5; impolicy of laws against usury, 557-8 — See also Interest

V.

Vatin, quoted, 371

Value, the current value of the exchange of merchandise, how established, 263; qualities necessary for a standard of value, 265, 271; why gold and silver are the most commodious measures of value, 271

Vanderbilt, Mr., his Essay on Trade, quoted, 120-1

Venice, origin of, 376

Virgil, quoted, 370, 469

W.

Wages, how regulated, 37, 218, 247, 468, 470-1, 516; disastrous effects
INDEX.

of any interference to regulate wages, 471

War is the builder’s ruin, 24; dislike of war by citizens, 24; ruinous to trade, 82-3, 88; observations on war, 191; many of the horrors of war abolished by civilised nations, 191; persons who should be undisturbed in their occupations, ib.; source of the power of a nation to maintain armies, 510; limited influence of war on the export of provisions, 543, and note

Wealth, national wealth, how produced, 38, 203-4, 340-3, 403, 406; definition of wealth, 203, 214; three modes of acquiring national wealth, 205; “Reflections on the Formation and Distribution of Wealth,” by M. Turgot, 241-317; circulating wealth an indispensable requisite for all lucrative works, 279; land the first source of riches, 276, 508; different sorts of circulating wealth, ib., 277; in what consists the total riches of a nation, 307

Welwood’s “Abridgment of Sea Laws,” cited, 379, 389

West Indies—See Colonies

Whale Fishery, “A View of the Greenland Trade and Whale Fishery, with the National and Private Advantages thereof,” 61-103; how this fishery is and ought to be performed from the first outset to the return of the ship, 73-81, 99; qualifications necessary for men employed in this fishery, 74; mode of killing the whale, 76-7; the fishery chiefly carried on by Hollanders, Hamburges, and

Bremens, 81; how advantageous to them, 83-4, 99-100; table showing the extent and results of the Dutch fishery from 1675 to 1721, 83-4; mistakes of the Greenland Company in carrying on the whale fishery, and causes of their failure, 89-91, 100-1; Acts of Parliament for the encouragement of, cited, 103

Wibuny Code, origin of, 388-390; commended by Grohins, 390

Wheat, price of; at different times, 402

Wool, manufacture of, in Flanders temp. Elizabeth, 31-2

Workhouses, characterised as nuisances, 38; alleged that they increase the number of the poor, 43

X.

Xenophon, cited, 331-2, 338

Y.

Young, Arthur, his alleged over-estimate of the farmers’ profits, 477; his travels in France referred to, 511, quoted, 553; his evidence before the Commons’ Distillery Committee, referred to, 515

Z.

Zouch, Dr., his “Descriptio Jurs et Judicis Maritimi,” cited, 368, referred to, 379, 388
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